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ABSTRACT
Landslides have been observed on several planets and minor bodies of the solar System,
including the Moon. Notwithstanding different types of slope failures have been studied on
the Moon, a detailed lunar landslide inventory is still pending. Undoubtedly, such will be in a
benefit for future geological and morphological studies, as well in hazard, risk and suscept-
ibility assessments. A preliminary survey of lunar landslides in impact craters has been done
using visual inspection on images and digital elevation model (DEM) (Brunetti et al. 2015) but
this method suffers from subjective interpretation. A new methodology based on polynomial
interpolation of crater cross-sections extracted from global lunar DEMs is presented in this
paper. Because of their properties, Chebyshev polynomials were already exploited for para-
metric classification of different crater morphologies (Mahanti et al., 2014). Here, their use has
been extended to the discrimination of slumps in simple impact craters. Two criteria for
recognition have provided the best results: one based on fixing an empirical absolute
thresholding and a second based on statistical adaptive thresholding. The application of
both criteria to a data set made up of 204 lunar craters’ cross-sections has demonstrated that
the former criterion provides the best recognition.
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Introduction

Different types of mass wasting processes have been
observed on several planetary and minor bodies of
the solar System, as reported in the abundant litera-
ture on this topic (Bart, 2007; Brunetti, Xiao,
Komatsu, Peruccacci, & Guzzetti, 2015; Buczkowski
et al., 2016; De Blasio et al. 2011; Krohn et al., 2014;
Massironi et al., 2012; Mazzanti, De Blasio, Di
Bastiano, & Bozzano, 2016; Quantin, Allemand, &
Delacourt, 2004; Waltham, Pickering, & Bray, 2008;
Williams et al., 2013; Xiao & Komatsu, 2013)). On
the Moon, first studies about mass movements were
published by Pike (1971) using images from the
Apollo 10 Mission. He managed to recognize and
classify landslides as creeps, crater wall slumps, deb-
ris flow and rock falls. However, before 2009 only
few studies have been concentrated on landslides on
the Moon. Recently, Xiao, Zeng, Ding, and Molaro
(2013) studied lunar landslides and classified them
into different morphologic groups on the basis of
criteria similar to those applied by Cruden and
Varnes (1996), which is usually assumed as consoli-
dated international reference for classifying crater
inner wall landslides on the Earth. Xiao et al.
(2013) selected more than 300 examples of slope

failures on the Moon that were identified as falls,
flows, slides, slumps and creeps. In the large major-
ity of cases, lunar slope failures are found in craters
sizing up to a few tens of kilometres. The high
energy released during the impact may have left
some unstable areas inside the crater, which came
to collapse afterwards. Sentil Kumar, Keerthi, Sentil
Kumar, and Mustard (2013) investigated debris
flow-type mass movements and suggested that
these features were originated by a more recent
activity than the impact cratering itself, probably
due to moonquakes produced by other meteorite
impacts in the nearby. Recently, Brunetti et al.
(2014, 2015) used a visual analysis for detecting
and classifying landslides on Mars, the Moon and
Mercury.

In this research, the recognition process of lunar
landslides has been applied to detect slumps in simple
impact craters, i.e. those cavities typically bowl-shaped
and not affected by terraced rims (Melosh, 1989),
secondary impacts or heavily degraded. Figure 1
shows some examples of slumps in lunar impact
craters.

Geological, morphological, physical factors and
even human activity on the Earth (e.g. road cuts)
may lead to the instability of the surface features,
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and may be considered as predisposing factors for
landslides. While multiple combined factors may
concur to the instability of a slope, usually only a
single triggering factor is responsible for the landslide
occurrence. The triggering factors for lunar landslides
are distinctively different from the ones on the Earth.
The large number of various size meteorite impacts
are considered as the main direct triggering factor for
mass movements on the Moon. These may also act as
predisposing factors. Indeed, impacts may induce
shock waves that directly disturb materials on slopes
forming mass wasting landforms (Lindsay, 1976).
This process may result in crushed subsurface bed-
rock and formation of fractured zones that sometimes
extend for several times the crater radius beneath the
crater floor (Melosh, 1989). In such a weakened
region, a landslide may be triggered in a second
stage by another impact in the nearby or by a
moonquake.

After reviewing of recent missions to the Moon
and the available data sets in Section “Recent mis-
sions to the moon and data applied in the work,”, it
turns out that a consolidated methodology for the
automatic or semi-automatic recognition of land-
slides in lunar impact craters has not been defined
yet (see Section “Visual detection of landslides within
simple impact craters”). Consequently, a new method
based on the approximation of crater cross-sectional

profiles with Chebyshev polynomials is described in
Section “Landslide recognition based on the
Chebyshev polynomials .” Thanks to the analysis of
the asymmetry of such profiles, the presence of land-
slide features in lunar impact craters is recognized.
Experimental results are reported in Section
“Application 1 along with GLD100,” while Section
“Conclusions and future developments” hosts discus-
sions and some final considerations.

Recent missions to the moon and data applied
in the work

For centuries, mankind has been interested in study-
ing the Moon, but it was only in the middle of the
20th century that the first space missions and probes
started approaching the Earth’s satellite. In the last
decade, with the help of the major space agencies and
their exploration missions, scientists started to have
access to huge data sets holding the potential for
unprecedented scientific discoveries (Zinzi et al.,
2016) . At present, three ongoing lunar missions
must be mentioned: the Lunar Reconnaissance
Orbiter (LRO) by National Aeronautics and Space
Administrations (NASA, United States), the
SELenological and ENgineering Explorer (SELENE-
KAGUYA) by the Japan Aerospace Exploration

Figure 1. Some examples of lunar slumps: (a) a slump along the promontorium Laplace where the deposit has buried a small
crater and part of graben (white arrows); the traces of a few fallen boulders due to a subsequent rock fall can be noted as well
(yellow arrows); (b) a slumped wall on the Crater Tharp; (c) a close up of the slump of Crater Tharp, in yellow is highlighted the
crown and in white the deposit. Images obtained via QuickMap™ tool.
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Agency (JAXA, Japan), and Chang’E missions by the
Chinese Nationals Space Administration (CNSA, P.R.
China). LRO (Chin et al., 2007; Robinson et al., 2010)
and SELENE-KAGUYA (Araki et al., 2007) are orbi-
ters with on-board measuring instruments. Chang’E
is an ambitious program composed of several mis-
sions dedicated to the exploration of the Moon. The
first missions in the series (Chang’E-1 and Chang’E-
2) had the main aims of providing a digital elevation
model (DEM) of the lunar surface and mapping the
abundance and distribution of various chemical ele-
ments [Sun et al., 2005]. Chang’E-3 (Li, Liu, et al.,
2015) is an unmanned exploration mission incorpor-
ating a robotic lander and a rover (Yutu), that has
already travelled 114 m on the lunar surface.

LRO has six individual instruments on-board, with
the purpose of producing accurate maps and obtain
high-resolution images, to assess potential future
landing sites and lunar resources, and to characterize
the radiation environment (Chin et al., 2007). The
instrumental payload on-board LRO also includes the
Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter Camera (LROC), con-
sisting of two Narrow-Angle Cameras (NAC’s) and a
Wide-Angle Camera (WAC). NAC’s ground sam-
pling distance (GSD) may reach 0.5 m pixel size
over a 5 km swath, while WAC provides images at
average GSD of 100 m over a 60 km swath in seven
spectral bands. As a result from the WAC stereo
images a nearly global DEM with a resolution
100 m x 100 m was produced using photogrammetric
image matching (GLD100), see (Scholten et al., 2012).
This DEM covers 98.2% of the entire lunar surface,
with an average elevation accuracy in the order of
±20 m, which may be even better than ±10 m in the
maria. The GLD100 as well as WAC and NAC images
were used for the study of landslide features on the
lunar surface. Such data sets could be accessed
through the QuickMap™ web interface (http://target.
lroc.asu.edu/q3/) and the open source Java Mission-
planning and Analysis for Remote Sensing (JMARS)
software. This is a WEB-GIS platform developed by
the Arizona State University (http://jmars.asu.edu/)
that allows handling planetary remote-sensing data
sets.

Visual detection of landslides within simple
impact craters

While the automatic identification of lunar impact
craters has been successfully achieved (Kang, Luo,
Hu, & Gamba, 2015; Vijayan, Vani, & Sanjeevi,
2013; Li, Ling, et al., 2015), to date the detection
and mapping of lunar landslides has been obtained
only through visual inspection of images (e.g.
Brunetti et al., 2015; Xiao et al., 2013). The recogni-
tion and mapping of landslides on the Moon surface
adopted the same visual interpretation criteria used

by geomorphologists to detect and map terrestrial
landslides (Antonini et al., 2002; Rib & Liang, 1978;
Speight, 1977; Van Zuidam, 1985). For the visual
detection and mapping of landslides in impact cra-
ters, Brunetti et al. (2015) started with a recognition
of the general landscape (e.g. local slopes, terrain
steepness) in the areas of the selected crater using
available images and DEM’s. Then, they extracted
several topographic profiles from the DEM, thus
allowing the morphology analysis of the crater and
of the landslide, and more specifically, the detection
of the landslide boundaries. Thereafter, they drew a
circle that approximated the crater circumference, to
detect the deformation of the crater rim induced by
the landslide. The size of the circle was set according
to the curvature of the non-collapsed crater rim.
Finally, the landslide scarp and deposit were mapped
(see examples from Brunetti et al. (2015) in
Figure 2).

Brunetti et al. (2015) estimated a 20% uncertainty
in the geometric measurement of the landslide area.
This uncertainty is ascribed to the complex morphol-
ogy of the lunar terrain, and to the resolution of
images used to detect and map slope failures. In
addition, the frequent presence of elongated shadows
or overexposed areas prevents the correct identifica-
tion of landslide boundaries.

Landslide recognition based on the Chebyshev
polynomials

Since the presence of an enormous amount of impact
craters on the Moon where slumps might have
occurred, the definition of a methodology that auto-
matically provides at least a preliminary recognition
of such mass wasting processes is still called for. In
the previous section, the visual analysis of optical
images has proven to be efficient for slump recogni-
tion. In the experience of the authors, the visual
analysis of optical images works well in the case of
interpretation by an expert geologist, but it is highly
error prone when some pattern recognition algo-
rithms are applied. Crater geometry could potentially
provide more robust information when implemented
in an automatic recognition process rather than using
images. Any significant deviation of the crater geo-
metry from the original shape of the simple bowl-
shaped crater may be interpreted as the presence of a
landslide. As it can be seen in Figure 3, the morphol-
ogy of impact craters might also be quite complex
with terraced margins and central peaks (Melosh H.J.,
1989) and in such a case the recognition of slumps is
more difficult. Also, the impact angle of the meteor-
ite, the sloped terrain, and the degradation processes
in the crater may have led to situations where the
presence of a slump may be masked, or where
morphologies similar to the ones due to slumps
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may be found. Such cases would easily result in
omission and errors during classification. For this
reason, the algorithm presented in the following is
supposed to work for simple craters having approxi-
mately circular shape. These might have resulted
from the impact of meteorites whose trajectory is
not lower than 10° with respect to the horizontal
plane, as stated in Melosh (2011).

Polynomial approximation has been used in
Mahanti, Robinson, Humm, and Stopar (2014) to
find a characterization of crater cross-sectional

profiles. This method can be classified as data-dri-
ven, since it does not need any a priori model to be
assumed. Since the approximation of more complex
shapes of the profiles can be done by simply
increasing the order of the approximating polyno-
mial, this solution is potentially efficient also in the
case of craters affected by soil degradation pro-
cesses. The approximation level depends on the
degree of the adopted polynomials: the terms that
are omitted give rise to the so called truncation
error, whose magnitude is related to the specific

Figure 2. Examples of landslides mapped in two lunar craters. Figures (a) and (b) portray Gerasimovich D; (c) and (d) Cassini A
craters. The blue circle approximates the crater rim; purple and green shaded areas are the landslide scarp and deposit,
respectively. Credits: (Brunetti et al., 2015) and NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center/ASU.

Figure 3. Example of different types of lunar craters, from the simplest one consisting in a single bowl-shape (at the upper left
side crater Linné) up to complex craters (at the upper right side crater Tycho). General structure of (c) simple crater and (d)
complex crater. Credits: NASA/Goddard/Arizona State University.
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implemented polynomials. In Mahanti et al. (2014)
the Chebyshev polynomials (Mason & Handscomb,
2010) have been used for approximating craters’
cross-sectional profiles. Since the presence of a
slump in a crater may alter the symmetry of the
profiles intersecting the slump’s body, the analysis
of symmetry might be used for recognition, as in
Mahanti, Robinson, and Thompson (2015). The
development of the idea, that was briefly intro-
duced in Mahanti et al. (2015), is presented here,
after providing a short review on Chebyshev poly-
nomials’ mathematical background and their basic
properties.

Background on Chebyshev polynomials

The Chebyshev polynomials are a series of ortho-
gonal polynomials, each of them featuring a
unique and uncorrelated shape with respect to
any other members of the series. Following
(Mahanti et al., 2014), the so called Type I
Chebyshev polynomials have been adopted for
approximating crater cross-sectional profiles. This
is motivated by the great simplicity of the coeffi-
cients related to this representation. The formula-
tion of polynomials’ basis functions is based on a
recursive series defined in the domain between −1
and +1:

Tnþ1 xð Þ ¼ 2xTn xð Þ � Tn�1 xð Þ; xj j � 1; (1)

where Tn(x) is the polynomial basis function of order
n. The basis functions of order n = 0 and n = 1 are T0
(x) = 1 and T1(x) = x, respectively. In Figure 4, the
graphical plot of the six basis functions of Chebyshev
polynomials are shown.

In order to approximate a real function f(x), a
linear combination pM(x) of the first M + 1 basis
functions of Chebyshev polynomials is adopted:

f xð Þ ffi pM xð Þ þ o xMð Þ

¼
XM

n¼0

CnTn xð Þ þ o xMð Þ; (2)

where M is the degree of the Chebyshev polynomial
and Cn are the coefficients that modulate the ampli-
tude of each basis component. Coefficients Cn are
estimated on a least-squares basis to fit with real
profile data, as discussed in subsection ‘Landslide
recognition using Chebyshev polynomials’. The resi-
dual approximation error o(xM) is equal to the sum of
missing terms after degree M that are not considered
in the approximation (i.e. truncation error).

As it results from Equations (1) and (2), in the
Chebyshev polynomial series even (symmetric w.r.t.
vertical axis) and odd (anti-symmetric) basis func-
tions alternatively appear. Consequently, the size of
odd coefficients may express the degree of asymmetry
of the approximated function f(x).

Several properties make the Chebyshev polyno-
mials particularly efficient for approximating crater
cross-sectional profiles. These could be summarized
in five main points:

(i) The basis functions are mutually orthogonal and
the estimated coefficients are uncorrelated. This
property results in the consequence that, even
though the total number of adopted coefficients
may be different, the estimated values of the
lower order coefficients it is always the same.
This property is important because it makes the
estimated coefficients independent from the spe-
cific estimation process, hence they can be com-
pared in a meaningful way among several cross-
sectional profiles. Indeed, lower numbered coef-
ficientsCn have a larger impact in the approxima-
tion of the crater profile geometry.

(ii) Chebyshev polynomials may well fit to the
interpolated function f(x), i.e. the crater

Figure 4. Graphical plots of the first six basis functions of Chebyshev polynomials (in different colours).
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cross-sectional profile (Gautschi, 2004; Mason
& Handscomb, 2010), if a proper number of
basis functions/coefficients is selected; conse-
quently, residuals may also be very small,
depending on the number of adopted coeffi-
cients. Taking advantage of this property,
Mahanti et al. (2014) demonstrated that
lunar crater cross-sectional profiles could be
approximated by using the first 17 coefficients
(M = 16) of Chebyshev polynomials.

(iii) Extreme values of Chebyshev polynomials
always occur at some specific positions on the
reference axis (x = −1, 0, +1). This property
makes easier to link the estimated polynomials’
coefficients with the geometry of the crater.

(iv) Correlation among the lower order coefficients
as well as some combinations of coefficients
with some important morphological properties
of the crater and its surrounding terrain exist
(average crater profile elevation, local topo-
graphic gradient, crater depth, etc.), see
(Mahanti et al., 2014). This does not mean
that morphological features can be directly
obtained from Chebyshev coefficients, but that
a set of numerical shape indicators can be
related to some morphological properties,
through a repeatable almost automatic process.

(v) Detection of asymmetry in the crater cross-
sectional profile is possible on the basis of
the analysis of odd polynomials’ coefficients.

Landslide recognition using Chebyshev polynomials

In this subsection, the description of the algorithm
conceived for slump landslide recognition is pre-
sented, while next section on “Application 1 along
with GLD100” will demonstrate its application. The
general workflow that is followed is shown in
Figure 5, while in Figure 6 different steps of the
analysis of a lunar crater are reported.

The approximation of each profile is accomplished by
considering a cross-section extending outside the crater
rims to include a small portion of outer terrain. The
distance between both extremes of the profile is then
normalized in the interval −1 and +1, being this the
domain of Chebyshev polynomials, see Equation (1). In
the case under consideration, the function to approxi-
mate is the discrete crater profile f(xi), being x the sample
direction. Points along the cross-sectional profilemust be
regularly spaced at the same sampling resolution. Each
profile can be extracted from a DEM, in this case the
GLD100.

The input is given by the central geographic coor-
dinates (latitude φcc, longitude λcc) of the crater with
respect to the lunar ellipsoid (Edwards et al., 1996)
and the crater cross-sectional profile. Both can be
obtained from existing databases (e.g. Losiak et al.,

2009), from previous studies (e.g. Brunetti et al.,
2015), or simply by manual selection on a digital
georeferenced map.

Using this input information, the digital surface
model of the whole crater is extracted from a lunar
DEM, including an outer region since the profile to
extract may comprehend also a portion of external
terrain. A window equal to approximately 50% of the
profile outside both rims has been adopted here to
extract the crater DEM from the global DEM
(GLD100). This intermediate step is motivated by
the fact the global DEM may also be online, thus
first a portion of DEM comprehending the crater is
downloaded, then four cross-sectional profiles are
manually extracted at 45° relative orientation steps
starting from North–South direction, see Figure 7. It
has been proven that four profiles are enough for
detecting a large mass wasting feature, i. e. slump,
while for the purpose of more detailed analyses (e.g.
determining the landslide boundaries or the volume
of the deposit) higher number of cross-sectional pro-
files could be considered as useful. Since the slope of
lunar DEM is in general quite smooth and flat, a
bilinear interpolation of the four closest points is
used to derive the elevation hi of point ith in each
cross-sectional profile. Along each profile, points are
interpolated at regular spacing δ. The total length of
the profile depends on the rim-to-rim distance and
maybe uneven for different cross-sections related to
the same crater. Indeed, the shape of a crater may be
elongated along one direction because of the presence
of a slumped wall. An extension of the profile length
approximately equal to 30% of the rim-to-rim dis-
tance is adopted here. In order to tailor the extraction
of cross-sectional profiles, a precise model for the
crater rim shape should be applied at this stage. As
an alternative, the position of the crater’s rims on
each profile may be manually picked up.

The Chebyshev polynomial coefficients are esti-
mated here using a standard Least-squares approach.
Following the results discussed in Mahanti et al.
(2014), coefficients up to order M = 16 are enough
for the characterization of the crater morphology.
Details about this stage can be found in Yordanov
et al. (2016), as well as reports about statistical testing
to assess the quality of the interpolation.

Since the coefficient with M = 0 gives the average
normalized elevation of the cross-sectional profile and
the coefficient with M = 1 gives the general slope, both
can be used to shift the elevation around zero mean
and to flatten the profile shape. This task helps the
application of the criteria for the analysis of the asym-
metric component that will be introduced in the fol-
lowing. Indeed, the sum of polynomial members
corresponding to odd coefficients represents the asym-
metric component of the profile, which is supposed to
be due to the presence of a slump. Indeed, in the case

52 M. SCAIONI ET AL.
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no slump has developed inside the crater, the
Chebyshev approximation should mainly consist of
non-zero even coefficients, while the odd coefficients
should be close to zero. On the contrary, in the case a
slump is present, the odd coefficients should be signif-
icantly different from zero. Testing the size or the
statistical significance of the odd coefficients should
theoretically be a direct way to detect symmetry. After
a few experiments already reported in Yordanov et al.
(2016), the analysis of odd coefficients did not provide
satisfying results. This was due to the presence of noise
and other local effects in the inner crater topography,
which may have caused the odd coefficients to be
significantly different from zero even in the case a
slump was not present. As an alternative, the analysis
of the odd Chebyshev coefficients’ absolute size
demonstrated to be a more effective way to detect the
presence of a significant asymmetric component, then

the possible existence of a slump. To carry out such an
analysis for a given cross-sectional profile, the contri-
bution of the odd coefficients to the interpolated eleva-
tion is computed for any points at position xi located
inside the crater (xmin < xi < xmax, being xmin and xmax

the positions of the rim edges in the profile):

hi
0 ¼

Xn¼3

M

CnTn xð Þ n ¼ 3; 5; 7; . . . ;Mf g: (3)

Here the basis function corresponding to M = 1 is
omitted since this describes the general slope to be
flattened. On the other hand, successive basis func-
tions may describe asymmetries inside the crater and
thus are considered in the analysis.

Secondly, the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) of all
elevations hi is computed for the cross-sectional pro-
file sec:

Figure 5. Workflow of the algorithm adopted to detect the presence of a slump in a cross-sectional profile of a lunar crater.
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RMSEsec ¼
Pninn

i¼1 h0i � hið Þ2
ninn

; (4)

where ninn is the number of points located inside the
rim-to-rim sector.

Since the RMSEsec should be small in the case of
the absence of a slump (see Figure 8) and large in

the presence of a slump (see the last subfigure in
Figure 6), the RMSEsec is tested against a threshold
established to operate the landslide recognition.
Thresholds can be defined on a statistical basis or
on an empirical basis, coming from the observation
of cross-sectional profiles that are really affected by
slumps. The selection of the threshold type is
directly connected to the adopted data set. For
this reason, this discussion is done in the experi-
mental Section ‘Application 1 along with GLD100’.

Since the bottom of a crater may contain a low-
frequency component due to the accumulation of
sediment rather than to large sudden slope failures,
the presence of a regular linear trend may be detected
and removed before the analysis of odd elevation hi.

Application along with GLD100

During this study a total amount of 51 lunar impact
craters (Figure 9) have been analysed to detect the
presence of slumps. Among these, 31 had been
already classified as affected by landslides (Brunetti

Figure 7. Example of extraction of four cross-sectional
profiles to be analysed in the case of Moseley C crater
(background image mosaicked from NAC LROC images).

Figure 6. Application of the algorithm described in the workflow in Figure 5 to analyse a cross-sectional profile of crater
Moseley C, West–East direction.
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et al., 2015), while 20 additional craters without
slumps have been investigated for the purpose of
having a more consistent data set including either
profiles “with landslides” and “without landslides.”
These last craters have been chosen on a visual-
interpretation basis, and with diameter in the
range between 7 and 16 km. The diameters of the
51 craters have the following dimensions: 10 craters
have diameter between 7 and 10 km, 11 between 10
and 15 km, 12 between 15 and 20 km, 10 between
20 and 25 km, 5 between 25–30 km and 3 craters
between 30 and 37 km. Even though, in the litera-
ture (Melosh 2011) a simple crater on the Moon is
in the range up to 20 km of diameter, in this work
larger craters were considered as well due to the
fact they did not show those features typical of a
complex crater such as central peaks or terraced
walls. Nevertheless, we acknowledge that landslides
mapped in larger craters could be incomplete terra-
cing due to complex crater formation during the
modification stage (Brunetti et al., 2015). The total

number of extracted cross-sectional profiles includ-
ing all four directions has been 204. Each cross-
section has been made up of points at linear sam-
pling distance of 200 m, given an original spatial
resolution of the adopted DEM 100 m × 100 m.
The reduction of resolution was decided to
smoothen each section in order to mitigate local
noise, and to consider that a cross-section direction
may also be non-parallel with respect to the DEM
grid axes.

The selection of the impact craters to analyse has
been done to have a data set sharing common fea-
tures:

● Simple bowl-shape crater type;
● Size of the maximum crater diameter ranging

from 7 km up to 20 km, with some exception up
to a diameter of 37 km but with simple bowled
shape;

● Maximum slope inside the crater below 35°; and
● Almost circular shape of the crater.

Figure 8. Residuals of the cross-sectional profile estimated on the basis of odd Chebyshev polynomials coefficients with respect
to the original profile in the case of crater Moseley C, North–South direction, which does not include a slump.

Figure 9. Location of the lunar impact craters selected to be part of the analysis for detecting inner slumps.
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Through visual recognition each cross-sectional
profile has been classified as “with landslide” or
“without landslide.” In total, 65 cross-sections have
been classified as “with landslide” and 139 “without,”
respectively. Using such a data set made up of both
types of cross-sectional profiles, the efficiency of the
algorithm to detect slumps against omission and
commission errors can be evaluated.

As previously mentioned, two threshold criteria
have been proposed to scrutinize the presence of
slumps. Indeed, one of the aims of the test within
the case study presented above has been to find which
threshold would perform better. Both thresholds are
designed to analyse the obtained residuals after inter-
polation and filtering process. In particular, the
RMSEsec of residuals, which is expected to be close
to zero in the case there is not a landslide in the
crater, is analysed. The problem is to decide which
is the threshold on the RMSEsec in each individual
cross-section. A desired result was to define on one
side an unique threshold value, whether adaptive or
fixed, in order to be able to analyse different craters
under the same conditions. On the other, to establish
a numerical procedure for detecting slumps, omitting
the human factor throughout the process of analysis.
Of course, the presence of noise and the local topo-
graphic anomalies make this analysis more complex.

Statistical adaptive thresholding method

The statistical adaptive thresholding (SAT) criterion
defines an adaptive threshold depending on each
separate impact crater. Thresholding is based on the
statistical analysis of all four cross-sectional profiles
extracted from the same crater. The basic hypothesis
is that the presence of a slump should not affect all
cross-sections. Consequently, by comparing the
RMSEall computed on all profiles with the ones com-
puted on a single profiles (RMSEsec), it should be
possible to point out the presence of a slump. A

scaling factor k has been introduced, where k ranges
from 0.8 and 1.35. The condition for recognizing a
landslide in an individual cross-sectional profile is
that:

RMSEsec > k � RMSEall: (5)

Empirical absolute thresholding method

The empirical absolute thresholding (EAT) criterion
defines a fix threshold disregarding, which is the
impact crater under analysis. In addition, all four
cross-sectional profiles are checked against the same
threshold. The adopted values applied to the case
study range from 100 to 170 m at 10 m steps. The
proposed values range was obtained after testing a
much wider spectrum (from 50 to 300 m) and due to
not satisfactory results was narrowed down to one
described previously.

While in the future development of this research a
way to link the empirical threshold to some observa-
ble physical properties should be investigated, so far
these thresholds have been simply guessed by looking
at the size of residuals in the odd coefficient profiles.

Results and discussion

The process for interpolation of crater cross-sectional
profiles based on Chebyshev polynomials and the suc-
cessive computation of RMSE of residuals has been
applied to all 51 craters belonging to the case study.
The analysis of RMSE has been repeated with both types
of thresholding methods and different threshold values.
In this manner, all possible combinations were obtained
and the achieved results were not influenced by any
outer factors. Results are summarized in Table 1.

Disregarding the type of criterion applied, the
selection of a higher threshold value has two opposite
effects on the true detection of cross-sectional profiles
“with landslide” and “without landslide”. These

Table 1. Overview of the results obtained in the classification of cross-sectional profiles as “with landslide” and “without
landslide,” according to diverse thresholding methods and values.

Landslides No landslides

True False True False

Threshold method Num (%) Num (%) Num (%) Num (%)

SAT-adaptive 0.8 RMS 54 83.1 11 16.9 67 48.2 72 51.8
1 RMS 52 80.0 13 20.0 83 59.7 56 40.3
1.1 RMS 50 76.9 15 23.1 90 64.8 49 35.3
1.15 RMS 47 72.3 18 27.7 97 69.8 42 30.2
1.2 RMS 46 70.8 19 29.2 105 75.5 34 24.5
1.25 RMS 43 66.2 22 33.9 106 76.3 33 23.7
1.3 RMS 40 61.5 25 38.5 111 79.9 28 20.1
1.35 RMS 38 58.5 27 41.5 116 83.5 23 16.6

EAT-absolute value 100 57 87.7 8 12.3 110 79.1 29 20.9
110 55 84.6 10 15.4 116 83.5 23 16.6
120 54 83.1 11 16.9 120 86.3 19 13.7
130 52 80.0 13 20.0 122 87.8 17 12.2
140 48 73.9 17 26.2 122 87.8 17 12.2
150 46 70.8 19 29.2 127 91.4 12 8.6
170 41 63.1 24 36.9 129 92.8 10 7.2
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effects can be clearly seen in Figures 10 and 11. In the
former case, the higher the threshold value, the lower
the fraction of true classifications. In the latter case,
the higher the threshold value, the higher the number
of correct classifications. This result is quite logical,
since the rising up of the threshold may lead to
exclude from the classification as “with landslide”
those cross-sectional profiles affected by smaller size
slumps. The opposite effect is obtained when consid-
ering the classification of cross-sectional profiles
“without landslide.” As this is what has happened
about the omission errors according to the threshold
values, complementary results can be observed in
Figures 10 and 11 about commission errors. For
instance, as far as the threshold value grows, the
fraction of cross-sectional profiles “with landslide”
that are not correctly classified increases. This finding
means that appropriate thresholds should be applied
when the objective is to seek for cross-sections
affected by landslides or for profiles which are not
affected.

The empirical absolute threshold criterion has
offered the best performance in the classification of
cross-sectional profiles “without landslide.” Here a
result of 92.8% (129 over 139 profiles) has been
reached when using an EAT of 170 m, while SAT
has provided the best result of 83.5% (116 over 139
profiles) when using a threshold value of
k = 1.35·RMSEall. When seeking for cross-sections
“with landslide”, the EAT has rated 87.7% (57 over
65 profiles) of true classifications when using a
threshold equal to 100 m, while SAT has provided
83.1% (54 over 65 profiles) of correct classifications
in correspondence of a threshold k = 0.8. Omission
errors are of course complementary to 100% of cor-
rect classifications. In addition, by looking at plots in
Figures 10 and 11, a trade-off threshold value opti-
mizing the number of correct classifications in the
case of cross-sections “with” and “without landslide”
may be set up at the intersection of lines describing
the behavior of true classifications (i.e., red and yel-
low lines, respectively). For EAT, a threshold value of

Figure 10. Plots of results in terms of true/false successful classification (%) for both cases “with landslide” and “without
landslide” when the empirical absolute thresholding (EAT) is used.

Figure 11. Plots of results in terms of true/false successful classification (%) for both cases “with landslide” and “without
landslide” when the statistical adaptive thresholding (SAT) is used.
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113 m would give approximately 84% of correct clas-
sifications for both cases. For SAT, a threshold value
k = 1.16 would give approximately 72% of correct
classifications.

It should be noted that these results are prelimin-
ary and further analyses and expansion of the pro-
posed method are necessary, in order to improve
them. This is also to the fact that the variety of
cases is huge and some features are wrongly detected,
i.e. profiles “with” landslides are recognized as ones
“without” and the opposite. But investigating these
cases could improve future algorithms. In Figure 12 is
represented the W-E profile of the crater Drebbel,
with its RMSEsec = 79.07 m, it was recognized as a
profile “without” landslides (applied threshold
EAT = 100 m). But one can clearly notice the fact
that the profile is not clearly symmetric and a feature

is interfering the expected bowl-shape. Addition
visual analysis at the GLD100 confirmed the feature
is a deposit of a collapsed western wall. But the
deposit itself was not big enough to be detected by
the method. On the other hand, Figure 13 represents
the NW-SE profile of crater Schrodinger B, where the
RMSEsec = 133.08 m with again EAT = 100 m is
recognized as profile “with” landslide. The feature
appearing at the bottom of the crater could not be
related to a landslide deposit. The high RMSE value
could be related to the short-length dunes (red cir-
cles) previously detected as well in other craters (e.g.
Yordanov et al. (2016)). An increasing of the number
of craters’ profiles extracted from the DEM could
improve the results and eliminate errors similar to
the above discussed. As well, it can contribute for
more precise determination whether the deposit is

Figure 12. W-E profile of the crater Drebbel, with RMSEsec = 79.07 m and recognized by EAT = 100 m as profile “without”
landslides.

Figure 13. NW-SE profile of the crater Campanus A, with RMSEsec = 103.06m and recognized by EAT = 100 m as profile “with”
landslides. The red circles are highlighting the short-length dunes.
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from one or more events, to delineate the boundaries
of it and even to compute the displaced mass.

Although both criteria have not output largely dif-
ferent results, in general the use of fixed thresholding
(EAT) has demonstrated a slightly better performance.
It should be also noticed that the selected impact craters
share some homogenous properties (as described at the
beginning of this section) and are evenly widespread on
the entire surface of the Moon (see Figure 9). This leads
to the conclusion that the choice of an EAT having a
general validity among groups of similar craters is not a
difficult task. On the other hand, the selection of a
threshold value has been confirmed by using a set of
pre-classified cross-sectional profiles for validation. In
the development of this research it would be relevant,
on one side to link the threshold values to some physical
properties of cross-sectional profiles. On the other side,
it would be important to extend the analysis to a wider
sample of craters, in order to use a subset of pre-classi-
fied profiles to define proper thresholds to be exten-
sively applied to non-pre-classified profiles as well.
Anyway, the thresholds obtained from this study have
been sufficiently proved to have a general validity, so
that they will be suitable to be used in future research
applications.

Conclusions and future developments

A methodology for the automatic recognition of
landslides inside the impact craters on the Moon
has been presented and discussed. In particular, the
proposed technique works on the basis of Chebyshev
polynomial approximations and it is designed for
detection of slumps occurred after the meteorite
impact that originated the crater. Such phenomenon
generally leaves a significant modification of the cra-
ter topography, which in the most cases gives an
asymmetric shape to the crater itself. The analysis of
the odd components of the Chebyshev polynomials is
exploited to detect the possible presence of a slump.
This procedure is applied to approximate topographic
cross sections extracted from four cross-sectional
profiles from a global lunar DEM (GLD100).

The best performance in term of successful slump
recognition has been obtained when using an empirical
absolute threshold (EAT) for discriminating those
cross-sectional profiles affected by landslides from
others. During the analysis of a case study, 92.8% of
cross-sections containing a slump have been correctly
classified in almost automatic way, barring the prepara-
tion of input data and the definition of crater rims,
which is still currently a manual task. Even though
non-exhaustive results have been obtained, the analysis
could be used as preliminary processing step to be
refined afterwards. This option may be relevant to the
production of a complete map of slumps in impact
craters on the entire Moon or other planetary bodies.

On the other hand, in order to mitigate the number
of wrong classification errors, two different actions
should be undertaken. On one side, a better definition
of the threshold for discriminating those cross-sectional
profiles comprehending a slump should be operated. In
particular, linking the EAT to some physical properties
of the crater morphology and to data quality is expected
to give a positive contribution. On the other side, other
analyses based on complementary data sources would
help make the recognition process more robust. For
instance, the use of multispectral data from Chinese
Chang’E-1 mission has offered some initial interesting
results for the detection of spectral anomalies along the
slopes of craters, which can be linked to lithological and
morphological different features (Scaioni et al., 2016).

Also some improvements to rise up the level of
automation of the whole procedure are needed. One
of them consists in the integration of some techniques
for extracting craters’ rims and other geomorphological
features that help the landslide recognition algorithm.
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